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Matheson is the law firm of choice for internationally focused companies doing business in and from Ireland. For generations we have acted for
internationally mobile clients and their families. We appreciate that business has no borders and our expert lawy ers and tax advisers will provide you
with clear advice tailored to the relocation of you and your family.
In addition to serving the private wealth needs of relocating executives, we also understand the unique issues that impact lifestyle relocators to Ireland. We coordinate the advice and guidance on issues to include obtaining a bank account, private healthcare, property search and school search.
 Immigration

Matheson can advise on the most appropriate status of immigration for your long term residence in Ireland with regard to your personal and structured wealth,
your family’s position and employment requirements.
In addition to employment permit applications, Matheson Relocation can advise on a suitable regime for applicants of independent personal wealth as well as
longer term residency applications through Ireland’s Immigrant Investor Programme.
We can also advise on the full range of citizenship applications to the Irish Naturalisation and Immigration Service.

 Tax and Succession Law

Our expert lawyers and tax advisers can address the impact of Irish tax residence for your own personal wealth and other sources of wealth of which you may
be a beneficiary, such as non-resident family trusts.
We co-ordinate with international tax advisors and investment managers to ensure that our approach recognises not only the Irish tax system, but also any
impact of your home jurisdiction.
We also advise on the longer term impact of Irish tax residency from a succession law perspective, including the consideration o f the impact of
existing estate planning solutions prior to arrival in Ireland. It is important that relocators obtain Irish tax ad vice prior to establishing Irish tax
residence to achieve the optimum Irish tax position.
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Real Property – Real Estate Purchase and Letting

Matheson can advise you on all aspects of the purchase of residential property and advise individuals on mortgages and consequent security requirements
and co-ordinate an introduction to private banking contacts.
Other areas we can assist you with are landlord and tenant matters to include the review of leases of residential property.
We can deliver a fully bespoke service assisting in home search and move management and can ensure all of the advice is co-ordinated and executed in a
cost effective and efficient manner.


The Practical Side to Relocation

We appreciate that relocating to a new country is a fun and exciting time in your life. However, we also understand that aside from the challenging legal / tax
issues that arise, there are also some very practical concerns that can cause significant headaches. Matheson Relocation recognises this and aims to remove
those pain points, by collaborating with a dedicated leading relocation company offering you a bespoke, tailored package to suit all of your relocation
requirements.
These services include:
 Home search and move management;
 Assistance with local immigration registration to include GNIB, Immigration and PPSN, obtaining Irish tax numbers;
 Obtaining back accounts with relevant insurances (life and private healthcare cover);
 School search;
 Vehicle relocation, car hire and leasing;
 Connection of utilities and media services and organising cleaning services;
 Home fit out, furniture rental and co-ordinator of 3rd party services such as painters, gardeners, carpenters etc; and At
Matheson our aim is to make your transition seamless.
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